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Kingsdale Family International  
Culture Day 

Kingsdale Foundation School celebrated the World 
Day for Cultural Diversity on Sunday, 21st May 2017 
through a vibrant cultural festival. The Kingsdale 

Family International Culture Day was a flamboyant  
display of music, dances, arts, crafts, cuisine,  

costumes and sports from countries across the world 
and was a real treat for those involved. The event 
raised funds for the charity ‘Mind’ that provides  

services to support mental well-being. 
                            
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
                       Continued on next page 

In this school we don't do  

Easy 
We make easy happen    

through 

Hard work 
And learning 

Student review of the 
German department trip  

to the Austrian          
restaurant Kipferl 

On Friday 12th May 2017, we 

went to an Austrian   
Restaurant called “Kipferl”. 

This was right after we had  
finished the unit based on the 
Austrian city Vienna in our 

German class. This was rather          
interesting as we were given 
the opportunity to try  different 

types of Austrian food, and 
find out more about the city as 

a whole.’ 
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The festival was proudly hosted by the Culture Day Committee, which included 

students from both Upper and Lower School contributing to the organisation of 
this scintillating day. The multicultural feast was the highlight of the day with 

contribution of gourmet style cooking from parents, students and staff  
representing a wide array of cuisines- Greek, Palestinian, Caribbean, Algerian,  
Mexican, Indian, Chinese, Italian, Turkish- to name a few! The steel band  

performances in Trininad & Tabago style enthralled the audience, whilst the  
African drumming workshops engaged the community in developing a rhythmic 
talent. The Martial Arts performance captivated a wide audience with  

extraordinary skills demonstrated by the British Guba Doce Pares Master  
Nimesh Desai, 8th degree black belt, highest ranked in the UK. The Kingsdale 

dancers added further radiance to the day with the Bollywood and African 
dances that were beautifully synchronised and were a real pleasure to the 
senses. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
The festival was also an opportunity to appreciate the exotic arts and crafts from 

around the world- handmade jewellery with every piece made out of potter’s clay, 
hair accessories, henna hand art, knitwear for children, horticultural stalls, 
beauty products from Morocco and then an opportunity to speak in patois and 

write in the Chinese script- all of which contributed to an exuberant experience! 
The dress code was to come adorned in a cultural costume and the visitors 
brought a real zing to the event by making an extra effort. For those who desired 

to try a costume from another country, we offered our very own fashion boutique 
to the visitors to choose a costume from and get their picture clicked wearing 

this exclusive cultural costume at the  Kingsdale photo studio, which was  
created by the school’s Art Department. Several visitors tried tying the 6-yard 
long Indian saree and made an elegant statement! 

 
 

The Kingsdale Family                                International Culture Day 
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The Kingsdale Family                                International Culture Day 

The younger audience also had plenty of activities to keep themselves  

entertained - Jump and Ladder bouncy castle and the Minion bouncy castle kept 
them occupied along with an exciting range of party treats like cupcakes, candy 

floss, ice creams, slush and popcorns! There were fun and entertainment  
interactive games led by the House Captains whilst the ‘Science Culture’ and the 
‘Literature from around the world’ stalls continued to intellectually stimulate the 

audience with plenty to feed the brain. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
The day was an absolute joy and it magnificently brought the community  
together in a mutual appreciation of the colour and beauty that cultural  

diversity adds to our lives. To everyone involved, a big thank you from Kingsdale 
Foundation School for such a successful endeavour! 
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    Young Citizen of the Year Award 

William Carter, a former student, now at the University of Bristol is an            

extraordinary young man who has overcome considerable disadvantage and    

recorded considerable achievement already in his young life. William had already 

been born predisposed to many of life’s adversities. A highly intelligent young 

boy. William went on to struggle immensely at primary school, being told that he 

was stupid, he only learned to read at 11, but was later diagnosed with dyslexia. 

At age 11, William went on to obtain a Jack Petchey award for being a great       

ambassador to his secondary school and designed a sensory garden for the 

school with his award. He would speak at open days and teach politics and   

current affairs to other students in his own time. William obtained a second 

Jack Petchey award for  outstanding achievement and public speaking, putting 

forward plans for an area within his school to promote mental health and      

well-being for fellow students.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

William further obtained excellent A-Levels and was awarded ‘The London 

Schools and Black Child Academic Achievement Award’ for his outstanding 

achievements. He was also awarded the United Foundation Scholarship, and the 

Southwark University Award. He has affiliations with the Young Leaders UK,  

Debating Matters Mentoring Programme and all participants in extracurricular 

courses such as Debate Chambers – International Laws and Relations,          

University College London –Human Rights conference. He is currently a         

Non-Executive advisor and board member for The Student View, acting as an 

advocate for all the young people across the country. This charity aims to       

encourage social mobility and excellence in academics through engaging people 

in the process of journalism and current affairs. He is currently National        

Coordinator for ‘Outreach’ a student-led movement to end atrocities worldwide. 

On recommendation from ‘Debating Matters’, he was asked to a live debate for 

BBC Radio 4’s World Tonight programme in September 2016. William is an     

inspiration; his mind set is to make positive changes wherever he goes. 
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Kingsdale hosts Glee Day 

    17 May 2017  

On Thursday 17th May, Kingsdale hosted the Southwark State and  
Independent Schools Leaning Partnership’s (SSLP) Glee Day. It is an annual 
and magnificent extravaganza of music which brings together a number of  
local schools from within Southwark, to collaborate at Kingsdale. It was a 
huge success!  
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Mayor’s Music Fund applauds Benjamin Radji 

On 15th May, Benjamin Radji (7BJE) was invited to lunch at the prestigious May 

Fair hotel, with the Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan. The event was held in support of 
the Mayor's Music Fund, to celebrate their work and encourage potential patrons to 

become involved. Benjamin, who was awarded a four year scholarship in 2014, 
gave an eloquent speech about what his scholarship means to him, the importance 
of music in his life, and the opportunities presented to him as a result, not least his 

success in getting into Kingsdale with music and maths scholarships.  
The event was very successful and he was warmly congratulated by many, and by 
Sadiq Khan himself. This was an amazing experience! Well Done Benjamin! 

Key Stage 3 Enrichment Day - Engineering 
On Thursday 27th April, KS3 Gifted & Talented pupils at Kingsdale took part in an 
in-house enrichment day focused on raising awareness and interest in Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) subjects. For the second year 

running, we welcomed the Young Engineers to Kingsdale. – a UK educational charity 
who develop activities and events to encourage young people to study STEM subjects 
and take up careers in Engineering. During the enrichment day, pupils got involved 

in a variety of hands on activities which included designing, building and testing 
their own solar cars and wind turbines.  The pupils showed creativity and  exhibited 

excellent STEM skills. 
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YEAR 7 Maths Scholars in Frankfurt  

24th – 28th April 2017 

In April the Year 7 Maths scholars went to Frankfurt for 3 days. Our first day 

out was really good. We went to the Mathematikum in Giessen. The museum 
has over 1000 maths exhibitions which we had the pleasure of exploring. From 

shapes to acceleration, code breaking to railway line building, each student had 
the opportunity of hands on fun maths. 

On the following day we had a 2 hour walking tour of Frankfurt Financial,  

business and Euro metropolis. We saw the medieval Frankfurt before the 2nd 
world war and the restoration that is taking place. We learnt of the origins        

of Frankfurt as an economic power house in Germany and now Europe. We later 
went to the modern Frankfurt financial district and learnt about Frankfurt's  
current position in Europe and the world as a financial and business city. 

After lunch we went to the Money Museum of the Deutsche Bundesbank. A  

fascinating museum, where we learnt about the history of money as a medium of  
exchange in Germany. Our final day was spent at the Europa Park where the 

students let their hair down. The trip was a huge success and lots of fun was 
had by all!  
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On Friday 19th April 2017 a school wide Cultural Festival was organised by the 

Senior Prefect & House teams to celebrate the wonderful diversity of cultures at 
the school. As well as being encouraged to attend school in traditional dress,  

students and staff took part in a wide range of different  cultural activities which 
included European cinema, Icelandic culture, flag making, steel pans & African 
drumming, a tie-dye and paper costume, cultural self-portraits, a photography 

workshop, where students and teachers posed in cultural dress), and an  
amazing batik workshop inspired by prints from across the globe. Our thanks go 
to all of the students and staff who-were involved in this exciting event.  

'The Cultural Festival really seemed to bring the school together. We hope  
everyone enjoyed the festivities, food and the fantastic music. We as the Senior 

Prefect team hope that everyone's day was as positive as the smiles on their 
faces. We certainly had fun!'  

Kingsdale’s Cultural Day in the Art Department 
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Year 11 Spanish Revision Trip 

The Spanish Department has returned from an intensive weekend of  Spanish 

revision in the beautiful surroundings of the Shropshire Hills. 31 Year 11    
students benefitted from a wide range of activities designed to help them  

prepare for their forthcoming GCSE examinations but still managed to fit in 
some time to explore the surrounding countryside. Students stayed in a    
stunning Elizabethan manor house and aside from the understandable  

focus on past papers and vocabulary building, also played Trivial Pursuit in  
Spanish as well as played “Who Dares Wins” and a Spanish balloon game.  

Two year 7 students represented 
Kingsdale at the Regional Finals of the 
Foreign Languages Spelling Bee. The 
students had to prove their knowledge 
by spelling out words in French,      
German and Spanish. Although they did 
not make it through to the Finals, out of 
an initial 9 thousand participants, they 
finished in the top 50!  Well Done! 

Spelling Bee! 

  Masters at Kingsdale 

Kingsdale’s year 9 students were treated to a visit by celebrated 

young adult author Ifran Masters, who is currently on the last 
leg of his promotional tour for his new novel Out of Heart.  
During his talk, Masters covered all manner of subjects; 
although students found the stories about his childhood, 
school life and how he got into writing of most interest, and 

many were inspired by his words of advice and encouragement 
at the end of the session.  

Thanks Mr Masters! 
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Andorra Skiing Trip—1st April 2017  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

The Ski Party of 40 students and 5 staff members had a challenging week on the slopes of 

Andorra where the ski conditions were perfect. For the first time, this trip provided the     
opportunity for those interested to snow-board and because of the demand and success of 

this, we will most definitely consider this for future ski trips. Every aspect of the trip was  
excellent from the daily skiing, the weather conditions, the scenery, the hotel and the wide 
choice of food available for breakfast, lunch and dinner; not to mention the hotel itself, 

whose staff were extremely helpful and accommodating of the entire ski group.  Every  
student who was a beginner initially, finished the week competent skiers or snowboarders. 

Those who were advanced or intermediate from day one, had the opportunity to progress 
even further, perfecting their technique and learning new skills on the snow. The ski group 
as a whole are to be congratulated on their exemplary conduct through-out the trip as they 

were all excellent ambassadors. 
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Gliding Taster day for 6th formers in Dunstable 

Leading to Summer Scholarships 2017 

On Tuesday 28th March,15 Year 12 & 13 Kingsdale students were selected as 

part of an Annual Scholarship Programme offered by the giants Boeing, 
Linklaters & British Airways. This program offers students from urban areas an  

opportunity to fly a glider and learn some practical interview techniques.  
The gliding taster day enables the students to apply for a scholarship to attend a 
2 Week Summer Flying Course, with all expenses paid. 

As part of the selection process the students must  
attend a 3 fold interview at Heathrow HQ in May.  
Competition is fierce and only a few get chosen.  

Watch this space!  

 

Art Workshops at the Dulwich Picture Gallery 

A group of Year 9 and 10 Art & Textiles students attended two fantastic 

workshops at the Dulwich Picture Gallery, inspired by the current  
exhibition by Vanessa Bell. One group took part in a screen printing  

workshop and the other was a book making session. The students made 
some fantastic work and had a great time.  
You can see more of the work on our Instagram page at @kingsdalefs. 
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Writing Camp at Kingsdale Foundation School! 

27th to 31st March 2017, Nico Weide, Maya Freshwater, Jahtreas Pitt, Keisi Smajli, 

Ronnie Tidder, Sanjida Khan, Darcy Gosford and Edward Ikefoya from Year 9            
participated in a writing camp to  create a collaborative novel using innovative design 

processes and computer  supported technology. Whilst on the programme, the     
students were guided by  writers from White Water Writers organisation (funded by 
the charitable organisation, the SHINE Foundation) to develop their creative writing 

skills, to share their  imaginative world through words and to produce a novel in just 
one week. The draft has now been completed and is ready for the next stage - editing 
and printing! The novel will be published soon and we are sure you will be able to 

relish the final  product by ordering your own copy! Watch this space for more details 
from our published authors... 

Willow in the Healing- a novel written by our Year 9  

Students 27th March – 31st March 2017 
We are incredibly proud with the achievement of the following Year 9      

students who collaborated to write their first novel, Willow in the Healing-  
Darcey Gosford, Edward Ifekoya, Jahtreas Pitt, Keisi Smajli, Maya Freshwater, Nico 

Weide, Ronnie Tidder and Sanjida Khan! 
This creative writing project was funded by Shine Foundation and was overseen by 
the White Water Writers organisation. Every word of the story, every idea and every 

chapter is entirely the work of the students. No teachers, parents or other students 
touched a single key during the production process! It was a true delight and   
privilege to see this group of young people turn into professional  

novelists - from planning, drafting, editing, proof reading the text to making  
crucial  decisions about the publication aspects of this novel and working  

together as a team of reflective writers! 
The story takes place in the imaginary setting of Southgate High School, where life 
is always full of drama! Friends  

turning on each other, characters falling  
head over heels in love, parents with  

drinking problems  and relationship issues... 
 Join Cassie, Beatrice and Valentina as they 
 find out just how much drama you can  

experience in a sixth form by turning the  
pages of this engrossing novel! 

The copies of this novel are available in the                                                          

upper school library for the young adult readers                                                     

to relish... Well done to our Year 9 novelists! 

 https://www.amazon.co.uk/Willow-Healing-Tim-Cooks/dp/1545079145/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?

_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=  

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Willow-Healing-Tim-Cooks/dp/1545079145/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Willow-Healing-Tim-Cooks/dp/1545079145/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
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Ypres and the Somme  

23rd to 24th March 2017 

In a trip led by Mr McLoughlin  

and Miss George of the History  
department, 45 students went  

on an informative, and sometimes  
emotional, trip to Ypres and the Somme.  
Standing up well to the blustery  

conditions, the students and staff were able 
to see both battlefields and memorials.  
Areas of the Somme visited included 

Sunken Lane, Mansel Copse and  
Lochnagar Crater.  

Whilst learning all about these battles, 
and the men and equipment involved, 
the students were also able to pay their 

respects at Lijssenhoek and Tyne Cot 
War Cemeteries before witnessing the 

Last Post ceremony at the Menin Gate 
in Ypres. 
 

All of our students found themselves 
caught up in the emotion of a ritual that has taken place in liberated Ypres 
every night since 1928. Echoing the famous poem were the words of one of 
our young people at the gate, “we really will remember them.” 
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Kingsdale at Dulwich Jazz Festival at JAGS 

24th March 2017 

All the schools in Dulwich perform at the Jazz Festival at JAGS to raise 

money for the charity LinkAge. The Kingsdale pupils showed their  
amazing jazz skills at this event with huge applause and a standing  

ovation. 

Musical Genius! 

Joshua Ratcliffe took his Grade 8 Trinity  
Music College test on the drum kit passing 
with an excellent distinction with 96 marks 
out of 100! Very well done! 

Kingsdale Arts on Instagram 

 
This is a reminder that we now have 
an Instagram account managed by 
the Art department who will be    
sharing art works, work in progress 
and competition details. Please do 
take a look and follow us to see all of 
the fantastic work that the students 
are producing.  
 
Our Instagram account name is 
kingsdalefs 
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On 22nd March 2017 the Year 

13s English Literature students 
went to the Almeida Theatre to 

watch Robert Icke's ‘Hamlet’. The 
students had a wonderful time, 
and enjoyed seeing a                

contemporary interpretation of the 
play. The use of CCTV, a Bob   
Dylan soundtrack and inventive 

staging proved particularly   
popular, while everyone enjoyed 

the comic take on the material. 
Significantly, the performance will 
be very helpful when it comes to 

their Shakespeare exam, as the 
pupils will be assessed on how 

they evaluate alternative           
interpretations of the play. All in 

all, a great day out!’ 

Hamlet at the Almeida Theatre  

Sky Skills Academy Visit for Year 8 

Tuesday 21st March 2017 

28 Year 8 students were introduced to the media giant Sky, exploring the variety 

of careers and the 16,000 employees it takes to run it. Students were requested 
to complete a detailed report exploring the topic of 'cyber bullying' and looking at 

the different roles and responsibilities required to create a report for the national 
and international television stage. The Kingsdale Blast (TKB) is a new school 
magazine run by students - the visit gave the students an insight into how to 

create media for the Kingsdale community using the IPads.  

“It was a great opportunity to learn about new 
skills surrounding news reporting -  

I learnt how to present in front of a camera  
professionally”   Izzy age13 

 

The students enjoyed being involved in the Sky  
Challenge, learning the skills, reading the scripts,  
editing the footage and preparing the details for the 

final recording. They put together a glowing video 
report which will be shown at a Year 8 assembly 

next term. 
 
It was an amazing insight into how the media functions. I also learnt how 
to direct a set.  

Sebastian aged 13  
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Time to relax 
Sudoku 

Answers 
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Time to Relax - 

Attributes Everyone should Strive For 

X R W U Z A H B W J I J T E J X Q D C O U J 

T T E C G D D G U L L R G L R K J V Z O U D 

W H F L L N E L A C U F B B C Q Y O J R X G 

U S O V I N O E C S F I T A O O L W A V Z I 

R H V U U A R R T W H T U E T C G W Y R L V 

E E O I G H B W T O T N Z G K G J Y T Z S I 

S A N N T H O L H S U E H D L W P I S V N N 

O E V P O R T U E R R C Q E K F W D E K P G 

U E S D T R V F C R T R L L A E K B N C Y W 

R Q O H M A A A U L Z E M W H L I X O D R R 

C C Y Q A O L B C L H P G O Y S T V H F I H 

E S O I T M X E L Q J D R N M L C H K P T Y 

F S S M P X O J U E L E N K N P F N Y B H Q 

U I B O P U P M Y Q S R A V A I L A B L E P 

L Z G F H L C P G F I D O S P O T H D R Z X 

I N T E G R I T Y C I N V D N W G C X F E E 

Z L T L G O Q A U R P U U M Y V O V A R R P 

S I P Z O S F M N A T H Q X M E C S X T X Y 

C J H E L P F U L T L E E L B A D N E P E D 

U Y L R A L A Y O L T N U Z A C H G N G S O 

V A F Z Y R A N I D R O A R T X E D X I Y C 

K G N I D N A T S R E D N U I T O O B B M V 

AVAILABLE HONESTY RESOURCEFUL 

CALM INTEGRITY STRONG 

COMPLIANT KNOWLEDGEABLE THOUGHTFUL 

DEPENDABLE LOYAL TRUSTWORTHY 

EXTRA ORDINARY ONE HUNDRED  
PERCENT 

TRUTHFUL 

GENUINE PUNCTUAL UNDERSTANDING 

GIVING REAL UNIQUE 

HEALTHY RELIABLE  

HELPFUL   
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Kingsdale  

Sports  
News 
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Our Year 7 & 8 Boys Tennis squad 

have made an impressive start to 
their season with two wins out of 

two, beating Royal Russell and 
Lingfield Notre Dame. Their 10-2 
victory against Lingfield Notre Dame 

School was a fantastic team  
performance, with special mention 
to Mukhtar Andu who captained 

the team, winning both his singles 
and doubles game. He is one to 

watch for the future! 

Tennis Champs! 

3,000m Surrey Champions! 
 
Year 8’s Jacob and Ben ran in the 3,000m Surrey  

Championship against 14-15 year olds  
on Sunday14th May 2017. We are pleased to  
announce that Jacob became the Under 15  

3,000 metre Surrey Champion and Ben came  
Third. Gold and Bronze in the same race isn't a 

 bad day at the track!  

 

Kingsdale Girls’ Teams get to Wembley  
On the 13th May 2017 the girls’ rugby and football teams celebrated their  
successful seasons with a trip to Wembley Stadium to watch the Women's FA 

Cup final. They watched Manchester City beat Birmingham City 4-1 in a thrilling 
game of women's football. 
 

They enjoyed every minute and were an asset to the school. 
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Year 8 Boys Rugby Runners Up in the  

Harlequin’s South London League after Epic  

Play-off Final Encounter 

Following an undefeated season in the 
Harlequins South London League, the 

Year 8 Boys Rugby Team qualified for 
the finals day. The boys topped their 
group having scored 165 points 

across four games and only conceded 
20 and therefore had to play the    

winners of the other respected groups. 
In the first game of the day the team 
produced a strong performance and 

convincingly beat Harris Crystal    
Palace 45 – 20 to set up a finals day 

show down with Southborough High 
School. In the early exchanges, 
Southborough snuck in over the try 

line to take an early lead, but 
Kingsdale responded by dominating 
the rest of the half and scoring a well 

deserved try on the half time whistle. 
Kingsdale continued to dominate   

possession and play some great rugby 
in the second half, but strong defence 
from Southborough stopped our big 

hitters penetrating their defence. With 
another exchange in trys and the score 
tightly poised at 10-10, Southborough 

broke through our defence and against 
the run of play scored what would 

prove to be the winner. Even though 
the boys were disappointed to be   
runners up, they should be  

exceptionally proud of what they have 
achieved this season. With one more 

tournament next week, there is still 
the chance to finish the season on a 
high.   

Mr Ashton (Year 8 Rugby Coach) 
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Our Sports Scholars thoroughly enjoyed our American Football  
workshop on Thursday 23rd March. Many of the students are talking 
about joining American Football clubs already!  

American Football Workshop 

Kingsdale v Bishop Thomas Grant 

The Kingsdale Year 7 Boys’ football 

team played against Bishop Thomas 
Grant last week, Friday 17th March.  

They had an amazing match with a    
final score of:  

Kingsdale 10 (Yes! Ten!)  

Bishop Thomas Grant 0. 

 
Very well done to our Year 7 Boys for 
this great win. They have worked very 
hard this season getting so far. The 

boys are still in 3 Cup competitions, 2 
Semi- Finals and 1 Quarter-Final. We 

look forward to seeing how they get on 
and wish them the best of luck!  
Man of the Match: Jayden Luker for his 

5 great goals.  
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Walkway Rules 
No running on the walkways 

Walk quickly and quietly between lessons 

Keep to the left at all times 

Do not eat/drink on the walkways 

Do not drop litter on the walkways 

Remember the No Touching Policy 

Be mindful of your own Health and 

Safety and that of others at all times 


